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Abstract 

Though, the gas sensing applications of graphdiyne have widely reported; however, the biosensing utility of 

graphdiyne needs to be explored. This study deals with the sensitivity of graphdiyne nanoflake (GDY) towards the 

uric acid (UA) within the density functional framework. The uric acid is allowed to interact with graphdiyne nanoflake 

from all the possible orientations. Based on these interacting geometries, the complexes are differentiated with 

naming i.e., UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY (Figure 1). The essence of interface interactions of 

UA on GDY is derived by computing geometric, energetic, electronic and optical properties. The adsorbing affinity of 

complexes is evaluated at ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. The stabilities of the complexes are quantified 

through the interaction energies (Eint) with reasonable accuracy. The calculated Eint of the UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, 

UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes are -31.13, -25.87, -20.59 and -16.54 kcal/mol, respectively. In comparison 

with geometries, it is revealed that the higher stability of complexes is facilitated by π-π stacking. Other energetic 

analyses including symmetry adopted perturbation theory (SAPT0), noncovalent interaction index (NCI) and 

quantum theory of atoms in molecule (QTAIM) provided the evidence of dominating dispersion energy in stabilizing 

the resultant complexes. The HOMO-LUMO energies, NBO charge transfer and UV-vis analysis justify the higher 

electronic transition in UA1@GDY, plays a role of higher sensitivity of GDY towards the π-stacked geometries over 

all other possible interaction orientations. The present findings bestow the higher sensitivity of GDY towards uric 

acid via π-stacking interactions. 
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Introduction 

Uric acid (UA), a white crystalline substance was firstly discovered by Scheele et al, from 

kidney stone in 1776 [1]. Chemically, it is insoluble in water but converted to urate salts in acidic 

medium [2]. The living organisms release uricase enzyme which oxidizes the uric acid to 

generates carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as a product [3]. Human does not 

possess uricase enzyme, thus the uric acid cannot be oxidized in human metabolism. The 

optimum level of uric acid in human body is kept stable naturally by the secretion. With the time 

and modification in the living standards, the consumption of purines has been increased seriously 

resulting the notable risk of hyperuricemia. The optimum level of uric acid in an adult human 

range from 1.5-7.0 mg/dL [4]. However, the deficiency or surplus of uric acid in the body causes 

increase in urate ions, the condition known as hyperuricemia which in turns responsible for 

cardiovascular and renal diseases, multiple sclerosis, optic neuritis, Alzheimer’s disease, 
Parkinson’s disease, hypertension, type II diabetes, tumor lysis syndrome and gout [5]. Therefore, 

the detection of uric acid in blood and urine can be a powerful indicator for early prevention of 

diseases. Hence, it is necessary to develop inexpensive, accurate and reliable sensors. 

Literature reveals that the various sensors materials has been designed for the effective 

detection and removal of uric acid [6–8]. Stozhko et al., [9] designed gold nanostructure-based 

sensor for the accurate detection of uric acid in blood. Rana et al., [10] designed love wave 

acoustic device based on zinc oxide thin film for detection of uric acid in blood. Jain et al. 

synthesized the electrochemical sensor based on butylamine capped CZTS for nanoparticles the 

detection of UA [11]. Moreover, two-dimensional carbon sheets [12], metallic sensors [13] and 

nanocomposite [14] materials has been synthesized as effective sensors for the detection of uric 

acid.  

Recently, it has been concluded that carbon-based materials including nanosheets and 

nanotubes are best suited for bio-sensing applications [15]. The high surface to volume ratio 

features the carbon materials a highly durable for the detection of biomolecules. Moreover, the 

selectivity of such systems is attained by the high charge carrier mobility of such materials [16]. 

Among all the carbon nanosheets, graphdiyne have fascinating electronic and structural 

properties. This non-natural stable carbon allotrope was first predicted in the year 1997 by Haley 

et al., [17]. In 2010, it was first synthesized by cross coupling reaction on the surface of copper. 

Graphdiyne exhibits remarkable geometric and electronic properties including chemical stability, 

high charge carrier mobility, good electrical conductivity and high chemical activity [18]. Owing 

to these properties, graphdiyne has been used widely in vast applications in the field of 

nanoelectronics, transistors, photocatalysis and gas sensors. 
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Graphdiyne nanoflake (GDY), smallest representative of graphdiyne sheet, has been used 

for sensing of variety of molecules including both experimental [19,20] and theoretical [21–23]. 

According to the literature survey, we couldn’t find any report, either theoretical or 

experimental, to explain the sensing behavior or sensitivity of GDY towards uric acid molecule. 

Here, we intend to investigate the sensitivity of GDY for uric acid molecule at different 

conformations. The sensitivity of GDY for uric acid is quantified theoretically via geometric, 

energetic, electronic and optical properties.  

Computational methodology 

Gaussian09 [24] and GaussView5.0 [25] software’s are used for the calculations and 

visualization of results, respectively. In order to locate the preferred interaction site, all the 

possible interaction orientations are studied. Among them, the geometries with least interaction 

are subjected to detail analysis. All the geometries are optimized at ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level 

of theory. ωB97XD is a long range separated functional which is reported as a best method for 

accurate analysis of noncovalent interactions [26]. The interaction energies are calculated by 

using equation 1. 

Eint = EUA@GDY – (EGDY +EUA) -------1 

Where, the EGDY, EUA, EUA@GDY are the representation for the energies of GDY, UA analyte 

and their complexes, respectively. Literature reveals that the calculation of interaction energy 

from equation 1 is many folds less than the desire accuracy [27].  Recently, the symmetry adopted 

perturbation theory (SAPT0) analysis is considered to be one of the best approaches to 

investigate the noncovalent interactions with higher accuracy [28]. In SAPT0 analysis, the 

noncovalent interaction energy splits into four meaningful components including induction (ind), 

electrostatic (elest), dispersion (dis) and exchange (exch) [29]. Psi4 [30] software is used to 

perform SAPT0 analysis. In order to visualize the noncovalent components physically between 

GDY and UA, a visualization approach; interaction index (NCI) [31] analysis is applied by using 

Multiwfn3.6 [32] software. 

The effect of doping UA upon the electronic behavior of GDY is measured by analyzing 

the HOMO-LUMO orbitals and NBO charge transfer analysis prior and after complexation. 

According to literature, HOMO-LUMO gap varies on interaction with analytes due to the 

generation of new energy states between the existing orbitals that can be justified via density of 

state (DOS) analysis. Therefore, DOS analysis has been performed using GaussSum software. 

Lastly, the variation in the optical properties of GDY after adsorbing UA is measured by time 

dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations. 
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Results and discussions 

Geometric and thermodynamic analysis 

All possible orientations of UA and GDY nanoflake have been tested to obtain the 

thermodynamically stable complexes i. e., UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY. 

The stable geometries of UA@GDY complexes are shown in Figure 1. According to literature, the 

interacting distance (Dint) and interaction energies (Eint) play a significant role in describing 

interaction behavior. These interaction parameters of complexes are listed in Table 1. The 

UA1@GDY complex is mainly stabilized via stacking π-π interactions and N-H…π interactions. 
Owing to these dual interactions, the interaction energy of UA1@GDY complex is significantly 

higher than that of side orientations. The interaction energy of UA1@GDY complex is -31.13 

kcal/mol. On the other hand, the N-H…π interactions or weak hydrogen bonding (C-H…O) take 

part in stabilizing the UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes. Due to the absence of π-

stacking, the interaction energies of UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes reduce to 

-25.87, -20.59 and -16.54 kcal/mol, respectively. The interaction energies of UA2@GDY, 

UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes gradually decrease with the decrease in the number of N-

H…π interactions, respectively. For example, there are two N-H…π interactions in UA2@GDY 

complex, while this number reduce to one and zero in UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes, 

respectively (refer to Figure 1). After interaction energies, the interaction distance is another 

important parameter to demonstrate the interaction strength. According to the literature, the 

interaction strength is inversely related to the interaction distances between adsorbent and 

adsorbate [7]. The multiple interactions are possible in UA@GDY complexes, but the discussion 

is limited to the least interaction distances of all the complexes for the ease of understanding. 

Although, the strongest interaction is noticed in UA1@GDY complex, however, the interaction 

distance is surprisingly high which might be due to the domination of π-stacking. The interaction 

distance in UA1@GDY complex is 2.78 Å. However, the interaction distance of UA and GDY in 

UA2@GDY complex is 2.15 Å which is gradually increase with decreasing interaction energies in 

UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes where the interaction distances are 2.20 and 2.60 Å, 

respectively. From the results, it can clearly be noticed that the dispersion energy plays a 

significantly role in stabilizing the complexes which is quite higher in UA1@GDY complex. The 

contribution of dispersion in stabilizing complexes is discussed in the subsequent SAPT0 section.  
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UA1@GDY 

 

 

UA2@GDY 

 

UA3@GDY 

 

UA4@GDY 

 

 

Fig. 1. Optimized geometries (with interaction distances in Å) of UA@GDY complexes. 

Table 1. The results of most stable optimized UA@GDY complexes. 
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Symmetry adopted perturbation theory (SAPT0) analysis 

SAPT0 analysis elaborates the noncovalent interactions by splitting into four meaningful 

components i.e., electrostatic (Eest), exchange (Eexch), induction (Eind) and dispersion (Edis) [33]. 

However, the total SAPT0 refers the sum of all the four noncovalent components (see eq. 2). 

ESAPT= (-Eest) + (Eexch) + (–Eind) + (–Edis)----- 2 

Here, the exothermic nature of electrostatic, induction and dispersion components attribute the 

attraction between UA and GDY which stabilizes the complexes. However, exchange is 

endothermic, which reflects the repulsive forces and destabilizing nature of the complexes [34]. 

The results of SAPT0 (Table1 or Figure 2) illustrate that the dispersion component dominates in 

UA1@GDY complexe which is -24.59 kcal/mol. However, the contribution of dispersion in 

UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes is -10.45, -6.13 and -2.36 kcal/mol, respectively 

which is appreciably low as compared to UA1@GDY complex. Like dispersion, electrostatic 

component also plays significant contribution for the stability of complexes. The contribution of 

Eest component in UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY is -11.48, -15.05, -7.52 and 

-2.31 kcal/mol, respectively. The highest Eest in UA2@GDY is probably due to the multiple N-H…π 

Properties GDY UA1@GDY   UA2@GDY UA3@GDY   UA4@GDY   

Aint --- H49-C34 O58-H8 O55-H8 O55-H10 

Dint (Å) --- 2.78 2.15 2.20 2.60 

Eint 

(kcal/mol) 

--- -31.13 -25.87 -20.59 -16.54 

                           SAPT0 analysis (kcal/mol) 

Eest --- -11.48 -15.05 -7.52 -2.31 

Eexch --- 18.28 17.00 7.34 2.03 

Eind --- -4.40 -6.60 -2.21 -0.65 

Edis --- -24.59 -10.45 -6.13 -2.36 

ESAPT0 --- -22.19 -15.12 -8.53 -3.29 

                       HOMO-LUMO energies (eV)  

HOMO  -7.71 -7.67 -7.84 -7.59 -7.56 

LUMO  -0.68 -0.96 -0.93 -0.57 -0.58 

Eg  7.03 6.71 6.90 7.02 6.97 

NBO charge transfer (e-) 

NBO  --- 0.822 -0.78 -0.697  -0.10 

                       UV-Vis analysis 

λexct (eV) 3.96  3.91  3.93 3.96 3.95 

λmax (nm) 312  317 315 312 313 

f 0.99  0.63 1.01 1.05 1.12 
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or weak hydrogen bond (C-H…O) interactions (vide supra). The total ESAPT0 of UA1@GDY, 

UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY are -22.19, -15.12, -8.53 and -3.29 kcal/mol, respectively. 

Finally, the trend of total SAPT0 is well accord with the sequence of interaction energies that is; 

UA1@GDY> UA2@GDY> UA3@GDY> UA4@GDY.   

 

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the contribution of SAPT0 components in UA@GDY 

complexes. 

 Non-covalent interaction index analysis (NCI) 

NCI is a visual approach, performed to visualize the attractive and repulsive forces between 

adsorbate (UA) and adsorbent (GDY) [35]. The NCI results mainly consist of 3D isosurfaces and 

2D RDG graph, as shown in Figure 3. In NCI results, the strength of interaction is distinguished 

with red, green and blue colors which represent the weak dispersion forces, strong hydrogen 

bonding and steric repulsive forces, respectively. From the NCI isosurfaces (Figure 3), it can be 

noticed that deep green flaky surfaces appear between stacked UA and GDY, attributing the 

domination of dispersion forces in UA1@GDY complex. Moreover, the bunch of green spikes 

between -0.01 and 0.01 au of RDG graph of UA1@GDY complex also indicates the existence of 

dispersion component. However, these green spikes reduce in other side interactions of UA and 

GDY which attributes the lowering of dispersion contribution. In case of UA3@GDY complex, the 

blue patches between oxygen of UA and hydrogen of GDY in 2D isosurface and blue peak at -0.02 

au of RDG graph indicate the presence of hydrogen bonding. Results shows red peak at 0.02 au 

of all RDG 2D graphs indicates the presence of exchange/repulsive forces in the complexes, 
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however, these repulsive forces are intramolecular rather than intermolecular. These NCI results 

are well accord with the energetic and SAPT0 results. 

UA1@GDY 

 

 

UA2@GDY 

 

 

UA3@GDY 

 

 

UA4@GDY 

 

 

Fig. 3. NCI iso-surfaces (isovalue = 0.5 au) and RDG spectra of UA@GDY complexes. 

Table 2. QTAIM parameters of UA@GDY complexes (unit of values is au). 
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Quantum theory of atoms in molecule 

 The nature and strength of interactions between interacting moieties can be 

differentiated via QTAIM analysis [35]. In QTAIM results (Table 2 & Figure 4), the electronic 

density (ρ), Laplacian electron density (∇2ρ), and the sum of electron densities (H) are important 
parameters to differentiate between the covalent and noncovalent interactions. H can be 

calculated by the equation below: 

H=V+G 

 The values of ρ, ∇2ρ & H are listed in Table 2 while their critical points (CP) are shown in 

Figure 4. Our QTAIM results are well consistent with SAPT0 and NCI analysis which reveal that 

the weak noncovalent (dispersion) interaction dominates in the complexes because the value of 

electronic density (ρ) is smaller than 0.1 au along with the small positive values of Laplacian (∇2ρ) 
for all critical points. The average values of ρ in UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY 

No. Aad ρ ∇2ρ  G  V   H 

UA1@GDY       

72 

74 

98 

107 

121 

122 

128 

N53-C39 

O58-C40 

O58-C38 

N52-C3 

H50-C30 

H54-C33 

H49-C34 

 

0.005 

0.006 

0.006 

0.005 

0.006 

0.007 

0.007 

 

0.016 

0.020 

0.021 

0.015 

0.020 

0.022 

0.025 

 

0.003 

0.004 

0.004 

0.003 

0.004 

0.005 

0.005 

 

-0.003 

-0.003 

-0.003 

-0.003 

-0.003 

-0.004 

-0.003 

 

0.0005 

0.0007 

0.0008 

0.0004 

0.0011 

0.0006 

0.0014 

 

UA2@GDY       

68 

82 

105‘ 
121 

O56-H16 

H49-C41 

H50-C33 

O58-H8 

0.018 

0.007 

0.010 

0.018 

0.050 

0.019 

0.028 

0.051 

0.0130 

0.0040 

0.0059 

0.0132 

-0.0134 

-0.0030 

-0.0049 

-0.0137 

-0.00039 

0.00010 

0.0010 

-0.00045 

UA3@GDY       

72 

93 

118 

H48-C33 

O55-H8 

O56-H16 

0.014 

0.002 

0.012 

0.046 

0.010 

0.044 

0.011 

0.002 

0.010 

-0.010 

-0.001 

-0.009 

0.0004 

0.0007 

0.0007 

UA4@GDY       

86 

99 

O55-H10 

O55-H7 

0.007 

0.006 

0.026 

0.025 

 

0.006 

0.005 

-0.004 

-0.004 

 

0.0010 

0.0011 
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complexes are 0.006, 0.018, 0.013 and 0.065 au, respectively. The values of H are positive in 

UA@GDY complexes, indicate the presence of weak noncovalent interactions. However, the 

value of H is negative for the critical point 68 and 121 of UA2@GDY complexes which attributes 

the strong noncovalent (hydrogen bonding) interaction between the oxygen of UA and hydrogen 

of GDY.   

UA1@GDY UA2@GDY 

 

UA3@GDY 

 

 

UA3@GDY 

Fig. 4. QTAIM analysis of UA@GDY complexes. 

 Electronic Properties 

 The HOMO and LUMO energies of isolated and complexed GDY are simulated in order to 

measure the variation in electronic behavior upon complexation. The energies of HOMO and 

LUMO orbitals along with their differences or energy gaps (Eg) are listed in Table 1. The HOMO 

and LUMO energies of isolated GDY are -7.71 and -0.68 eV, respectively while its Eg is 7.03 eV, 

well consistent with the earlier reports [36,37]. The HOMO and LUMO gap of GDY is appreciably 

changed upon complexation with uric acid. The observed Eg of UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY 
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and UA4@GDY complexes are 6.71, 6.90, 7.02 and 6.97 eV, respectively. The variation in the 

HOMO-LUMO gap of GDY indicates the change in conductivity on interaction with uric acid. 

Expectedly, the more pronounced change is observed in Eg of UA1@GDY complex which might 

be due to the involvement of HOMO orbital of stacked uric acid molecule (see Figure 5). 

Moreover, the new HOMO orbitals are generated closer to the Fermi level upon complexation. 

One can infer from the DOS spectra (Figure 5), the new HOMO orbitals are generated at –7.67, -

7.84, -7.59 and -7.56 eV in UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes, 

respectively. These new energy states cause the lowering of H-L gaps of complexes, attribute the 

increase in conductivity. The surge in conductivity reflects the provoke in charge transfer 

between interacting moieties. Therefore, the NBO charge transfer has been calculated for deeper 

analysis of electron density shifting between GDY and uric acid molecule. The charge transfer 

between GDY and UA is calculated by natural bond orbital charge transfer (NBO) [38] calculations 

and the results are given in Table 1. The negative sign with NBO charges illustrates that the 

charges transfer from GDY to uric acid and opposite is true for positive charges. Expectedly, the 

largest amount of charge transfer (0.82 e-) is noticed in UA1@GDY complex which is due to the 

least H-L gap. In UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes, the appreciable amount of 

charges transfers from GDY towards the electronegative oxygen atom of UA. The amount of 

charges transferred UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes are -0.78, -0.697 and -0.10 

e-, respectively. Similar to the geometric and energetic analysis, the electronic properties indicate 

that the adsorption of uric acid molecule on the GDY is facilitated by π-π stacking.  
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Fig. 5. DOS spectra with HOMO LUMO isosurfaces of UA@GDY complexes. 

 UV-vis absorption spectra 

 In adsorption studies, the UV-vis absorption analysis plays a crucial role because variation 

in absorption wavelength is expected because of the overlapping of the wave-functions of 

interacting species [39]. Time dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) at ωB97XD/6-

31+G(d, p) level of theory has been used for calculating the maximum absorbance (λmax) of GDY 

prior a and after complexation. UV-vis results including maximum absorbance (λmax), excitation 

energy (λexct) and oscillator strength (f) are listed in Table 1. The UV-vis spectra of bare and 

complexed GDY is displayed in Figure 6. The UV-Vis results reveal that the maximum absorbance 

of bare GDY takes place at 312 nm along with the transition energy of 3.96 eV, good accord with 

the literature [27]. The values of λmax are red shifted to 317, 315 and 313 nm in UA1@GDY, 

UA2@GDY, and UA4@GDY complexes, respectively. The red shift of λmax attributes the easy 

transition of π-electrons upon complexation which is revealed by the lowering of excitation 

energies. The λexct of UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, and UA4@GDY complexes are 3.91, 3.93 and 3.95 
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eV, respectively. However, the λmax is not significantly changed in UA3@GDY which is well 

consistent with the least variation in H-L gap of particular complex. Besides, the oscillator 

strength is expected to be deviate largely with increasing interaction strength [39]. The largest 

deviation of oscillator strength, difference between f of GDY and UA1@GDY complex is 0.36, 

indicates the strongest interaction and agrees well with the energetic and electronic properties.  

 

Fig. 6. UV-vis spectra of UA@GDY complexes. 

4 Conclusions 

This report demonstrates the sensitivity of graphdiyne nanoflake (GDY) towards a biomolecule 

(Uric acid) using density functional theory; ωB97XD/6-31+G(d, p) level of theory. Here, the uric 

acid molecule interacts with GDY from four different orientations and the complexes are named 

as; UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY. The sensitivity of GDY towards uric acid 

from all possible positions is quantify via energy calculations of all geometries and the variations 
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in electronic behavior. The calculated Eint of the UA1@GDY, UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and 

UA4@GDY complexes are -31.13, -25.87, -20.59 and -16.54 kcal/mol, respectively. The higher 

stability of UA1@GDY complex comes through the higher dispersion involvement by π-stacked 

interactions. The SAPT0 analysis also indicates that the higher contribution of dispersion 

component in UA1@GDY complex. The contribution of dispersion component in UA1@GDY, 

UA2@GDY, UA3@GDY and UA4@GDY complexes are -24.59, -10.45, -6.13 and -2.36 kcal/mol, 

respectively. Similarly, the presence of dispersion energy is evident by the NCI and QTAIM 

analysis. The largest variation in HOMO-LUMO energy gap, highest NBO charge transfer and 

largest red shifted λmax in UA1@GDY complex attributes the higher affinity of GDY via π-stacking 

rather than side interactions.  
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Figures

Figure 1

Optimized geometries (with interaction distances in Å) of UA@GDY complexes.



Figure 2

Graphical representation of the contribution of SAPT0 components in UA@GDY complexes.



Figure 3

NCI iso-surfaces (isovalue = 0.5 au) and RDG spectra of UA@GDY complexes.



Figure 4

QTAIM analysis of UA@GDY complexes.



Figure 5

DOS spectra with HOMO LUMO isosurfaces of UA@GDY complexes.



Figure 6

UV-vis spectra of UA@GDY complexes.
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